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To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079005 + fabric code

56079005000

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Lounge chair: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, this contemporary lounge chair is the 
perfect complement to the LOU modular lounge system.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

LOU
Lounge chair

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079005 | Weight 16 kg/36 lbs | Volume 0,71 m³/26 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,06 m/3.00 yd (plain fabric only)

cm
inch

102

6854

31
10 4

102

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079009 + fabric code

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Corner module: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, the LOU corner module combines 
with other modules to take contemporary lounge systems to the next level.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

102

68

31
10 4

102

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Corner module

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079009 | Weight 14 kg/31 lbs | Volume 0,71 m³/26 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,35 m/3.50 yd (plain fabric only)

56079009000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079008 + fabric code

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Center module: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, the LOU center module combines 
with other modules to take contemporary lounge systems to the next level.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

102

68

31
10 4

102

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Center module

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079008 | Weight 13 kg/29 lbs | Volume 0,71 m³/26 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,25 m/5.00 yd (plain fabric only)

56079008000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079007 + fabric code

Additional Items

Cover

Tray

079099201

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Left module: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, the LOU left module combines with 
other modules to take contemporary lounge systems to the next level.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

102

68

31
10 4

39
6

136

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Left module

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079007 | Weight 16 kg/36 lbs | Volume 0,95 m³/34 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,93 m/4.00 yd (plain fabric only)

56079007000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079007 + fabric code

Additional Items

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Right module: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, the LOU right module combines with 
other modules to take contemporary lounge systems to the next level.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

102

68

39
6

31
10 4

136

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Right module

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079006 | Weight 16 kg/36 lbs | Volume 0,95 m³/34 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,93 m/4.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Cover

Tray

079099201

56079006000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079010 + fabric code

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Curved module: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, the LOU curved module combines 
with other modules to take contemporary lounge systems to the next level.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

cm
inch

102

68

31
10 4

183
72

10/20

LOU
Curved module

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079010 | Weight 19 kg/42 lbs | Volume 1,4 m³/50 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,31 m/4.50 yd (plain fabric only)

56079010000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079002 + fabric code

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Chaise longue: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, this contemporary chaise longue is 
the perfect complement to the LOU modular lounge system.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

170
67

68

31
10 4

102

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Chaise longue

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079008 + 079032 | Weight 20 kg/45 lbs | Volume 1,2 m³/42 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,03 m/5.00 yd (plain fabric only)

56079002000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079018 + fabric code

Additional Items

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Daybed right: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, this contemporary daybed is the 
perfect complement to the LOU modular lounge system.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Daybed right

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079006 + 079032 | Weight 23 kg/51 lbs | Volume 1,6 m³/56 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,38 m/5.75 yd (plain fabric only)

Tray

079099201

56079017000
Cover

107
clay

cm
inch

136 170
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To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079018 + fabric code

Additional Items

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Daybed left: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, this contemporary daybed is the perfect 
complement to the LOU modular lounge system.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Daybed left

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079007 + 079032 | Weight 23 kg/51 lbs | Volume 1,6 m³/56 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,38 m/5.75 yd (plain fabric only)

Tray

079099201

56079018000
Cover

107
clay
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To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95079119 + fabric code

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

10/20

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Beach chair: With its extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushions, this contemporary beach chair is the 
perfect complement to the LOU modular lounge system.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The furniture is fitted with wheels.
 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

cm
inch

56079119000

107
clay

75 195

3
4

10

29½ 76¾

13
½

4

LOU
Beach chair adjustable, incl. wheels, stackable

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079119 | Weight 19 kg/42 lbs | Volume 1,5 m³/18 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,45 m/5.50 yd (plain fabric only)



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard Tabletop

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079031 + fabric code

Item code: 23379030308

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Footstool / Coffee table: The extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushion on this LOU footstool can be 
replaced with a high-impact ceramic top to create a coffee table.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Options: This item may be used as a coffee table when the cushion is removed and replaced with a tabletop.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

102

31
10 4

102

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Footstool / Coffee table

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079031 | Weight 8 kg/18 lbs | Volume 0,32 m³/12 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,25 m/3.00 yd (plain fabric only)

56079031000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95079032 + fabric code

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Footstool / Coffee table: The extra-thin yet extremely comfortable reversible cushion on this LOU footstool can be 
replaced with a high-impact ceramic top to create a coffee table.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Options: This item may be used as a coffee table when the cushion is removed and replaced with a tabletop.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

68

31
10 4

102

Tabletop

Item code: 23379033308

Fabrics

 The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

 The seat cushion on this item may be flipped.

Special Features

10/20

LOU
Footstool / Coffee table

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079032 | Weight 7 kg/16 lbs | Volume 0,22 m³/8 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,25 m/3.00 yd (plain fabric only)

56079032000

107
clay



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Color tabletop Color frame Additional Items

Cover

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Coffee table: This coffee table consists of powder-coated aluminum frame and a tabletop of solid teak slats,
helping to create a rich, complete LOU atmosphere.
Frame: The tabletop consists of premium teak. The base consists of powder-coated stainless steel.
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coating and natural-finish teak
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash tabletop with warm water in which natural soap 
flakes have been dissolved.

LOU
Coffee table

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079035 | Weight 15,5 kg/35 lbs | Volume 0,29 m³/10 cu ft

cm
inch

126

33 13

68

10/20

56079035000

304
lipari

205
teak



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a 
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special 
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Coffee table: This coffee table consists of powder-coated aluminum frame and a tabletop of solid teak slats, helping 
to create a rich, complete LOU atmosphere.
Frame: The tabletop consists of premium teak. The base consists of powder-coated stainless steel.
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coating and natural-finish teak
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable, luxuriously woven
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash tabletop with warm water in which natural soap 
flakes have been dissolved.

LOU
Coffee table

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079037 | Weight 19 kg/42 lbs | Volume 0,38 m³/14 cu ft

Color tabletop Color frame Additional Items

Cover

cm
inch

170
67

33 13

68

10/20

56079037000

304
lipari

205
teak



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Coffee table: This circular coffee table is designed to overlap with the square LOU coffee table, contributing to the 
‘total look’ concept of the collection.
Frame: The tabletop consists of premium teak. The base consists of powder-coated stainless steel.
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coating and natural-finish teak
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Natural-finish teak: Wash the teak using warm water and 
a soft sponge.

Color tabletop Color frame Additional Items

Cover

10/20

LOU
Coffee table ø68 cm

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079036 | Weight 8,2 kg/19 lbs | Volume: 0,17 m³/6 cu ft

56079036000

304
lipari

205
teak



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Collection: Combining traditional DEDON craftsmanship with innovations in cushions, weave and material mix, the 
LOU modular system by Toan Nguyen takes outdoor lounging to a new level. Perfect for settings large or small, with a
range of accessories wide enough to create a total atmosphere, LOU features a curved module that brings a special
twist to the otherwise rectilinear design.

Coffee table: This circular coffee table is designed to overlap with the square LOU coffee table, contributing to the 
‘total look’ concept of the collection.
Frame: The tabletop consists of premium teak. The base consists of powder-coated stainless steel.
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coating and natural-finish teak
Characteristics: Contemporary, low-seating, convenient, comfortable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Natural-finish teak: Wash the teak using warm water and 
a soft sponge.

Color tabletop Color frame Additional Items

Cover

10/20

LOU
Coffee table ø102 cm

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 079034 | Weight 15,3 kg/34 lbs | Volume: 0,38 m³/14 cu ft

56079034000

304
lipari

205
teak




